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ABSTRACT
Phase Change Memory (PCM) has recently emerged as a
promising nonvolatile memory technology. To effectively in-
crease memory capacity and reduce per bit fabrication cost,
multi-level cell (MLC) PCM stores more than one bit per
cell by differentiating multiple intermediate resistance lev-
els. However, MLC PCM suffers from significantly shortened
endurance due to its large RESET current that initiates the
cell state. In this paper, we propose elastic RESET (ER) to
construct non-2n-state MLC PCM, e.g., 3-state MLC PCM
instead of 4-state one for 2-bit MLC. We then adopt data
compression and propose fraction encoding to store com-
pressed data using non-2n-state MLC. By reducing RESET
energy, ER significantly reduces write power and prolongs
PCM lifetime. On average, we observed 17% RESET power
reduction and 32× endurance improvement for 2-bit MLC.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.3.4 [Memory Structures]: Reliability, Testing, and Fault-
Tolerance

General Terms
Design, Reliability

Keywords
Phase Change Memory, Multi-Level Cell

1. INTRODUCTION
Phase Change Memory (PCM) has emerged as a promis-

ing nonvolatile memory to alleviate the large leakage and
poor scalability problems of traditional DRAM [26]. With
advantages such as near zero cell leakage, better scalability
and comparable read speed as DRAM, PCM is projected
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to replace a significant portion of DRAM in main memory
system [26]. A PCM cell uses its resistance level to repre-
sent logic bits. A single-level cell (SLC) PCM stores one bit
(logic ‘0’ or ‘1’). Given the large resistance contrast between
‘0’ and ‘1’, it is possible to take advantage of intermediate
resistance levels such that one cell can store more than one
bit, referred to as multi-level cell (MLC) PCM. MLC PCM
can effectively increase memory capacity while reducing per
bit fabrication cost.
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Figure 1: MLC has tighter resistance ranges.

PCM is known for long write latency and short endurance
problems. Recently, many architectural techniques have
been proposed to attack these two problems. Differential-
write [26] extends PCM lifetime by removing redundant writes
to cells. Wear leveling techniques [18] evenly distribute
unbalanced write traffic among the entire chip. Salvaging
schemes [22] were proposed to extend chip lifetime when
non-negligible number of cells fail. For MLC based PCM,
write pausing prioritizes read operations to improve sys-
tem performance [19]. Write truncation uses error correc-
tion code (ECC) to reduce the number of MLC write itera-
tions [12]. Low power data encodings for MLC PCM were
studied in [23]. By transforming MLC to SLC [20, 2, 12],
both a longer chip lifetime and a shorter read latency can
be obtained on MLC PCM system.

Comparing to SLC, MLC PCM suffers more severely from
large RESET power and long read/write latency problems.
In order to reliably represent the stored logic value, a PCM
cell needs to have its resistance programmed within a tight
resistance range. Since MLC has more resistance levels
to represent, it often has tighter resistance range per level
and/or higher maximum resistance, as shown in Figure 1.
Given a PCM write circuit that has certain programming
precision, MLC PCM requires a larger RESET current than
SLC PCM to initialize its maximum resistance and contain
more resistance levels.
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Figure 2: Compression ratio of all line-level writes.



However, larger RESET energy significantly shortens cell
endurance. As revealed by device studies [9, 14], 2× RESET
energy results in 100× endurance degradation. To address
this problem, in this paper, we propose elastic RESET (ER)
to construct non-2n-state MLC PCM. By reducing the RE-
SET energy, we effectively reduce RESET power and pro-
long PCM lifetime. The existing work that is most close to
our design is MLC-to-SLC transformation [2, 12] that com-
presses and stores highly compressible PCM lines in SLC
format. MLC-to-SLC transformation is only applicable if
a line is highly compressible, i.e., the compressed size is ≤

half of the original size. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig-
ure 2, many applications have 60%∼75% compression ratio
and thus cannot benefit much from it.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We propose Elastic RESET (ER) that reduces RESET
current to construct non-2n-state MLC PCM. ER ef-
fectively reduces the RESET energy such that it can
extend PCM endurance exponentially.

• We propose Fraction Encoding (FE) to store compressed
data using non-2n-state MLC PCM cells. Instead of
storing multiple bits in one cell, FE combines multiple
cells to store multiple bits, e.g., 2 cells to store 3 bits,
and thus can adaptively store compressed data with
relaxed compression ratio.

• We evaluate our proposed designs and compare them
to related works in the literature. Our experimental
results show that ER improves PCM chip lifetime by
×32 and reduces RESET power by 17% on average.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 introduces the models of MLC PCM write. Section 3
elaborates the motivation and the design details. Section 4
presents our experimental methodology. Section 5 analyzes
our experimental results. We conclude in Section 6.

2. MODELING MLC PCM WRITE

2.1 MLC PCM Read and Write Operations
Phase Change Memory (PCM) exploits the phase-change

behavior of chalcogenide glass (a.k.a GST, Ge2Sb2Te5). By
injecting electrical pulses, GST can be switched between
large resistance state (amorphous state) and small resistance
state (crystalline state). MLC PCM exploits intermediate
resistance levels between these two states to store multiple
logic bits per cell.
Due to process variations and material composition fluctu-

ation, different PCM cells within one memory line respond
differently to the programming pulses; and even the same
cell responds differently at different times [15]. PCM uses
tight resistance ranges to represent the information stored in
the cell (and a small unused guardband is often left between
consecutive ranges to prevent resistance drift [13]). As we
discuss later, all 2-bit MLC cells with resistance between
105.4Ω and 106.5Ω are considered to store ‘01’.
To read a MLC PCM cell, a short current with small am-

plitude is injected to compare the cell resistance with refer-
ence values. It often takes n iterations to read n-bit MLC
cells [7] (as shown in Figure 3(a)). To write a MLC PCM
cell, a programming and verify (P&V) strategy [4] is often
adopted. We first inject a large-amplitude RESET current
to initialize cells to amporhous state with large enough re-
sistance, and then inject a sequence of lower-amplitude SET

‘00’ ‘01’ ‘10’ ‘11’

Yes No

> Ref. 0

> Ref. 1 > Ref. 2

Yes No Yes No

(a) MLC PCM read
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(b) MLC PCM write

Figure 3: PCM read and write operations.

currents to program each cell to the target resistance range.
After each SET iteration, a verify (i.e., read) operation is
employed to check if the write operation can be terminated
(see Figure 3(b)).

Recently an alternative P&V programming strategy was
proposed [6]. The write starts with a SET pulse and then
a sequence of RESET pulses (one SET and multi-RESET).
While this strategy tolerates better to process variations,
it requires larger write energy and longer time to finish.
Cell endurance is also reduced, since more RESETs are per-
formed. In this paper, we adopt the traditional P&V pro-
gramming strategy (one RESET and multi-SET).

2.2 MLC PCM Resistance Ranges
The width of resistance range is often determined by the

programming circuit. MLC PCM tends to have tighter ranges
and thus requires more precise control. On the other hand,
with a given programming precision, MLC PCM has a larger
maximum resistance than that of SLC PCM.

Device studies [21] built an accurate RESET current model,
whose inputs include the radius of heater (A), the heights of
top and bottom electrodes (HT and HE), the height of GST
(H) and the thickness of amorphous GST fraction (X0), as
shown in Figure 4(a). The resistance of PCM cell is decided
by the thickness of amorphous GST fraction. The resistance
model [17] described the relation between thickness of amor-
phous GST and cell resistance, as shown in Figure 4(b).

In this paper, we adopt both two former models with cell
parameters in [21]. When X0 is set to 50nm, the maximum
resistance after RESET operation can be 79.4 MΩ. Table 1
shows the resistance ranges and mean values for 2-bit MLC
PCM [16].

2-bit MLC Resistance Range(Ω) Mean(Ω)

‘11’ [103, 104.1] 103.6

‘10’ [104.2, 105.3] 104.75

‘01’ [105.4, 106.5] 105.9

‘00’ [106.6, 107.9] 107.2

Table 1: The resistance range of 2-bit MLC.

2.3 The PCM Endurance Model
In this paper, we focus on the hard faults determining

PCM endurance. MLC PCM is also vlunerable to soft errors
introduced by resistance drift, which can be prevented by
guardbands, ECC [24], and/or refresh [3].

PCM cell lifetime has been tested at the device level.
In [14], both SET-cycling and RESET-cycling tests were
performed to indentify which operation is more critical to
cell endurance. The SET-cycling experiment has no failure
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(a) RESET current model
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(d) Our model flow

Figure 4: PCM cell, resistance, endurance models.

up to 1012 cycles, which is seen as the upper bound of PCM
cell lifetime. In contrast, hard errors appear after 109 cy-
cles in RESET-cycling test. RESET operation energy has
been indentified as the most important factor deciding the
PCM cell endurance. In this paper, we adopt the RESET-
endurance model from [14], with the cell lifetime as a func-
tion of RESET pulse energy plotted in Figure 4(c). The
power law relationship between the cell lifetime and RE-
SET energy can be summarized in Equation 1, while the
conversion between RESET current and RESET energy can
be obtained using Equation 2.

log10(lifetime)=−7×log10(
Eactual reset
Eoptimal reset

)+10 (1)

Ereset=I2reset×R×T (2)

where, Ireset, Ereset denote the RESET current and energy
respectively; R represents PCM cell heater resistance; and
T is the RESET pulse duration measured in time.
From Figure 4(c), the ideal PCM cell lifetime can be 1010

cyclings. But due to process variation and unavoidable over-
programming, chip level PCM cell endurance only achieves
108 writes for SLC [25, 11] and 105 writes for MLC [4].
Through Equation 1, SLC only needs about 40% RESET
energy (or power) of MLC.

2.4 Our Work Flow
Our model flow can be found in Figure 4(d). The resis-

tance value is fed into resistance model to get the amorphous
fraction thickness. The RESET current model calculates
the RESET current based on amorphous fraction thickness.
With the RESET current input, the cell endurance model
gets the lifetime for each PCM cell. Through our model flow,
we can evaluate the impact of the reduced RESET current
on PCM lifetime.

3. THE DETAILS OF ELASTIC RESET
In this section, we first discuss the benefits of constructing

non-2n-state MLC cells and then elaborate the design details
of ER.

3.1 Constructing Non-2n-state MLC Cells
An implicit assumption of using n-bit MLC cell is that we

need to distinguish 2n states and thus 2n resistance ranges,
e.g., 4 states for 2-bit MLC PCM. However, this is often not
necessary. For example, we need to store a 64B memory line
using 2-bit MLC and the line can be compressed to 48B (75%
of the original size). There are three alternative approaches
to save the compressed line.

• Approach 1: we can store 48B using 4-state 2-bit MLC,
which uses 192 cells out of 256 cells in the memory line.
By conducting intra-line perfect wear leveling, we can
extend the chip lifetime to 133.3%.

• Approach 2: we can store 32B using 4-state 2-bit MLC
and 16B using 2-state SLC, as proposed in [2]. Let
us optimistically assume SLC lifetime is infinite. By
again conducting intra-line perfect wear leveling, we
can extend the chip lifetime to 200%.

• Approach 3: we can store 48B using 3-state 2-bit MLC,
which uses all 256 cells of the memory line. As one cell
has 3 states, two consecutive cells can have 9 combi-
nations, which is enough to record 3 logic bits(i.e., 8
states). Therefore 256 cells can be split into 128 pairs
to record 48 bytes (=128 pairs ×3 bits/pair).

Although approach 3 uses all 256 cells, we only need to
distinguish 3 states per cell, which requires a smaller RESET
current to initialize each cell. According to the write model
in Section 2, we reduce memory line level RESET power
to 67%, and increase memory line lifetime to ×58 (with an
assumption of all bits being changed).

3.2 Elastic RESET
Given the large potential gain from utilizing non-2n-state

MLC cells, we propose elastic RESET (ER) in this paper.
ER is a technique initializing a PCM line according to the
storage need at runtime. ER is applicable to n-bit MLC.
The following illustrates how it works using 2-bit MLC.

To write a PCM line to 2-bit MLC, we first compress the
data using frequent pattern compression (FPC) [1]. And
then (1) if the compressed data (together with FPC meta
information) is ≤ half of the original size, we save the data
in the line and treat each cell as 2-state SLC; (2) if the
compressed ratio is > 50% but ≤ 75%, we treat each cell as
3-state 2-bit MLC; (3) if the compressed ratio is > 75%, we
treat each cell as 4-state 2-bit MLC. To differentiate these
cases, a 2-bit SLC cell flag is attached to each line. The
flag gets written, when the memory line changes from one
format to another.

When reading a memory line written by ER, the data
line and the flag are accessed in parallel. Since the flag is
SLC cell, its value is known at the end of the first read
iteration, which can guide if we should continue the second
read iteration for the line.

Recent device study [5] found RESET resistance varia-
tion becomes larger when smaller RESET current is applied.
The largest variation (σ) can reach ∼ 20%. Therefore, we
conservatively increase the initial RESET resistance of the
non-2n-state to tolerate variations. To make a n-state cell,
we adopt the mean resistance of the original n+1 resistance
range as the new initial RESET resistance. For example,
for 3-state 2-bit MLC cell, we adopt 107.2Ω (Table 1) as the
new initial RESET resistance.



ER, while reducing RESET current, still initializes cells to
be written into similar states. It does not require more pre-
cise programming circuit and only slightly increases control
complexity. ER sets an initial state with lower resitance,
which may take less iterations to finish MLC write. How-
ever, in this paper, we conservatively assume that writing
non-2n-state MLC takes the same number of write iterations
as the original.

3.3 Fraction Encoding
With elastic RESET, we need to store multiple bits in

multiple cells. Figure 5 illustrates a 2-bit MLC with three
resistance states: ‘00’, ‘01’ and ‘1X’, referred to as 3-state
cell. Two 3-state cells have 9 state combinations, which
are enough for representing 3 bits (or 8 states). The read
latency for 3-state cell is the same as 2-bit MLC cell, since
both require two read iterations.
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Figure 5: 4/3 fraction encoding.

Figure 5 shows a naive data encoding with two 3-state
cells. With naive encoding, one bit flip (‘010’ to ‘011’) may
trigger changes of both two cells. Figure 6 shows the intu-
itive guess that the rightmost bit is more likely to flip. To
minimize cell changes and thus extend chip lifetime, we de-
velop a new encoding that ensures only one cell change if
the rightmost bit flips (Figure 7(a)).
We further optimize this encoding by taking write energy

into consideration. Since ‘01’ is the intermediate state, it is
slow to write and requires more write energy. So, fraction
encoding should have as less ‘01’s as possible. Figure 7(a)
has six ‘00’s, six ‘01’s and four ‘1X’s. Figure 7(b) shows
the improved fraction encoding with only four ‘01’s. Our
technique is orthogonal to the energy-efficient data encoding
in [23].
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Figure 6: Flipping rate comparison among 3 bits.
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and energy (b).

3.4 Architectural Designs
Integrating ER in PCM chip faces the following two chal-

lenges. First, existing PCM chips usually adopt differential-
write [26] or flip-n-write [8] to reduce PCM writes at the cell

level. Although recent study [12] found that the overall cell
changing rate is comparable before and after compression,
ER exhibits different pattern of bit changes at the cell level.
As Figure 8 shows, ER has larger cell flipping rate than com-
pressed 2-bit MLC. In the worse case, ER may shorten the
chip lifetime due to increased cell writes.

Second, when compression ratio changes, a PCM line may
switch between different modes. For example, assume the
old data in a memory line has a 70% compression ratio such
that each cell was treated as 3-state MLC. If the new data
has a 78% compression ratio, we need to treat each cell as 4-
state MLC, which requires to reset many cells due to mode
switch. If the compression ratio swings above and below
75%, we may see a large increase of cell changes, resulting
in significantly shortened chip lifetime.
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Figure 8: Cell changes for different schemes with
compression.

To address these challenges, we propose to dynamically
monitor bit flips to prevent ER-introduced cell change in-
crease. The intuitive idea is to compare the number of cell
changes with and without ER, and disable ER if the increase
is above a preset threshold.
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Figure 9: Dynamic sampling for ER.

Figure 9 illustrates our sampling based dynamic monitor-
ing design. A two-entry sample buffer is added to the onchip
memory controller while a one-entry buffer is added to each
memory bank. We choose to sample one write per 100 of-
fchip writes. We first save the new data in the onchip sample
buffer and then read the old data into the PCM chip buffer.
The old data is not sent back to the memory controller di-
rectly due to the fact that it takes time to switch from write
mode to read mode for modern offchip buses. Instead, the
old data is buffered in the PCM chip buffer, and is sent
back when the bus is in read mode. The memory controller
explicitly switches the bus mode to get the old data if the
onchip sample buffer is full.

Once the memory controller has both the new and the old
data, it computes and compares the number of cell changes
(1) if using compressed format; and (2) if using the ER op-
eration. If the compression ratio triggers a mode switch,
we pessimistically assume all cells need to be changed. The
memory controller disables ER if the increased cell change
is above a preset threshold.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed design, we

simulated and compared ER with related works using a



PIN-based trace-driven simulator. Table 2 lists our baseline
configuration. We strictly follow the baseline configuration
from [10].The 4GB PCM memory has 32 banks, 8-entry read
queue and 16-entry write queue.
For the baseline configuration, we modeled cache and mem-

ory bank conflicts, cache and memory bus contention and
memory bus scheduling constraints in our simulator. In the
case that the write queue is completely full, the memory con-
troller launches a write burst, where only writes are issued
and all reads will be held until the write queue is empty.
We adopted flip-n-write [8] and power management policy
in [10], and MLC-to-SLC form switching [2, 12]. We adopted
Frequent Pattern Compression (FPC) [1] and had highly
compressible lines saved in SLC in the baseline.
We picked up 5 integer and 5 floating point benchmarks

from SPEC2006 with the compression ratio shown in Fig-
ure 2. gcc-200i and gcc-type are gcc with two different
inputs. The average compression ratio is about 71%. For
fair discussion, when using 2-bit MLC PCM, if the compres-
sion ratio is ≤ 50%, then our scheme is close to FPC-based
compression design; if the compression ratio is > 75%, then
our scheme is close to the baseline as few opportunities can
be exploited. While we did not find a benchmark whose
compression ratio fluctuates below and above 75%, we did
observe that some memory lines change from compressible
to uncompressible at runtime. We evaluated the entire exe-
cution for compression/lifetime evaluation. For performance
results, we skipped the warmup phase and ran 50 billion in-
structions to get the IPC.

Processor 4-core, 2GHz, Intel atom-like cores

I/D-L1
private, 32KB/32KB, 4-way, LRU
64B line size, 1-cycle access latency

L2
private, 8MB, 16-way, LRU
64B line size, 10-cycle access latency
4GB, 64B line size, 32 banks
Frequent pattern compression frontend

PCM 8/16-entry read/write queues
Main Read first, write burst when full
Memory 1000-cycle write, 250-cycle read

If compressed data size ≤ 50%,
write in SLC, otherwise write in MLC
flip-n-write at line level

Table 2: Baseline Configuration

5. EVALUATION
In this paper, we studied following schemes.

• n-bit MLC/C — n-bit MLC with compression. Highly
compressible lines are stored as SLC.

• n-bit MLC/2 — In addition to n-bit MLC/C, for com-
pression ratio (50%, 75%], 2-bit (3-bit) MLC/2 stores
25% data line in SLC (2-bit MLC) while the other in
2-bit (3-bit) MLC [2].

• n-bit ER — n-bit MLC using ER.

Hardware Overhead. We first evaluated the hardware
overhead. FPC overhead is negligible [12]. For sampling-
based cell change monitoring, we added 192B onchip SRAM
buffer and 96B per bank offchip SRAM buffer. It has negli-
gible timing overhead as it is not on the critical path. The
area and energy overhead is also negligible due to its simple
control and low activity.

The relatively large hardware overhead comes from 2 SLC
bits per PCM line (0.8%) added to indicate the mode of each
line. It has no timing overhead due to its parallel access,
with the result telling if reading of data cells should continue.
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Figure 10: RESET power comparison (normalized
to n-bit MLC/C)

RESET Power Reduction. Figure 10 compares the
RESET power (donimating write power) of different schemes.
On average, ER reduces 17% and 31% RESET power for 2-bit
and 3-bit MLC PCM over n-bit MLC/C respectively. Com-
pared to MLC/2, ER reduces RESET power by 2% and 15%
for 2-bit and 3-bit MLC respectively. For 2-bit MLC, MCL/2
and ER have a similar RESET power, as MCL/2 loses from re-
seting MLC cells but gains from reseting some cells in SLC
mode. MCL/2 has less lower RESET opportunity to exploit
for 3-bit MLC.
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Figure 11: Lifetime improvement (normalized to n-

bit MLC/C).

Lifetime Improvement. As Figure 11 shows, ER signif-
icantly improves the PCM chip lifetime by 32× (89×) for
2-bit (3-bit) MLC. Smaller RESET energy per cell produces
longer PCM chip endurance. gcc-200i and gcc-type have
less lifetime improvements. We found that they have execu-
tion phases in which written PCM lines are less (> 75%) or
highly (≤ 50%) compressible (as shown in compression ratio
study Figure 13).
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ent power budgets
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Figure 13: Compression ratio of the whole execution (X-axis is normalized execution percentage).

Exploiting Low-Power Write for Performance. By
reducing write power per PCM write, ER opens the door for
either low-power or high-performance designs. For the lat-
ter, PCM system usually has tight power budget such that
significantly reducing per write power enables more concur-
rent writes. Figure 12(a) illustrates the potential of im-
proving system performance when using 2-bit MLC PCM.
We evaluated with different power budgets. For the power
budget of current DDR2 standard, ER gets only 5% per-
formance improvement indicating that the current power is
sufficient. With lower power budget, ER shows significant
benefits over n-bit MLC/C. With 75% and 50% of the origi-
nal power budget, ER obtains 8% and 11% performance im-
provements over n-bit MLC/C, respectively. However, if we
further reduce the power budget, ER achieves less (i.e., 7%)
improvement as the extreme low power budget has become
a global bottleneck for the whole system. Figure 12(b) com-
pares the performance improvements when using 3-bit MLC
PCM. The results showed that ER has the potential to gain
better performance improvements for more-bit MLC.
Compression Study. We also studied the compression

ratio during the entire execution. Figure 13 reports the dy-
namic compression ratio at runtime, i.e., the averaged com-
pression ratio of all write instances for the entire program
execution. The results show that the compression ratios are
relatively stable such that ER can benefit for the entire exe-
cution. Note while the averaged compression ratio may be
below 75%, some memory lines are still not compressible.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed elastic RESET (ER) to con-

struct non-2n-state MLC cells. Non-2n-state cells store less
information but significantly extend cell lifetime due to using
less RESET initialization energy. By adopting compression
and fraction encoding, ER can store the compressed line
using non-2n-state cells for PCM lines with different com-
pression ratios. Our experimental results showed that on av-
erage, ER gains 17%/31% write power reduction, 32×/89×
lifetime improvement, for 2-bit/3-bit MLC PCM respectively.
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